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Abstract

It lias been broadly accepted that the magnetism may play an important

role in the liigh-7^ superconductivity in the lamellar CuO2 materials. In this

paper, based on a Hubbard-inspired CPl or S2 nonlinear a model, we give a

quantitative study of some magnetic properties in and around the Ncel ordered

stale of three-dimensional quantum antiferromagnets such as La2CuO^ with and

without small hole doping. Our model is a (3+1) dimensional effective field

theory describing the low energy spin dynamics of a three-dimensional Hubbard

model with a very weak intcrlayer coupling. The effect of hole dynamics is taken

into account in the leading approximation by substituting the CP* coupling and

the spin-wave velocity with "effective" ones determined by the concentration

and the one-loop correction of hole fermions. Stationary-phase equations for the

one-loop effective potential of S3 model dre analyzed. Based on them, various

magnetic properties of the system, such as the behavior of Necl temperature, spin

correlation length, staggered magnetization, specific heat and susceptibility as

functions of anisotropic parameter, temperature, etc. are investigated in detail.

The results show that our anisotropic field theory model with certain values

of parameters gives a good description of the magnetic properties in both the

ordered ancf the disoredred phases indicated by experiments on La^CuO^ The

part of the above results is supported by the renormltzation-group analysis. In

the doped case it is observed that the existence of holes destroys the long-range

order and tlicir hopping effect is large.



1- Introduction

Since the discovery of the copper-oxide superconductors, many people have

come to consider that the magnetism in the two-dimensional CuO7 layers is

responsible for the high-7*c superconductivity in the lamellar materials such as

La2 $AftCu0i {A( = SrtBntCa) and YBa^Cufl^^ Experimentally, recent

neutron scattering measurements in La^CuOK revealed novel two-dimensional

anliferromagnetic spin fluctuations []] .

Theorists have therefore concentrated on studying the magnetic properties

of electrons witli tho strong correlations in the Hubbard model wjfh a nearly

half-filled band, or in the two-dimensional antifcrromagnelic lleiscnbcrg model

as its strong coupling limit at half-filling.

Some recent studies have claimed that these lattice models may be repre-

sented by CPl or O(Z) nonlinear tr model, or those coupled with hole fermions,

as low energy effective field theories [2] . The long-range behavior of the original

model is expected to be well described by these more tractable field theoretic

models. Chakravarty et al. [3] Jn fact argued that the neutron scattering data

by Shiranc et al for the spin-correlation on undoped La2Cu0A [1] can be fit-

ted rjuantitatively with one or two-loop renormalization-group analysis of 0(3)

nonlinear er model in two-space dimensions.

However, it is broadly viewed that in order to understand high-Tc super-

conductivity it will be necessary to elucidate fully the rich structure of phase

diagram as a function of temperature, doping, etc. In particular there is an anti-

fcrroniagenctically (Nee!) ordered phase located near the superconducting phase.

Experiments on Lat ,Af,CuO. show that this phase has a remarkable feature.

The Necl temperature TN, below which the long-range Neel order is present, upon

doping, drops quickly to zero when 8 is increased up to 0.01 ~ 0.03. It is believed

that this antiferromagnetic ordering at finite temperature from a two-dimensional

quantum spin fluid slate [l] is to be driven by a weak three-dimensional inter-

planer coupling among C"O, layers. Prompted by these speculations, using the

- 'A -

CPX (or CP' ~ l) model as an effective field theory of the antiferromagnctic

Hciscnberg model, two of the present authors (I.I and II.Y) have discussed in a

previous paper [-1] that the long-range Ncol order indeed exists at finite tempera-

ture below TN in a weak coupling region only if the three-dimensional interaction

sets in.

In this paper we will give a more quantitative study of the magnetic proper-

ties in and around ihe Necl ordered state of three-dimensional quantum antifer-

rninagnpts such as Ln^CuO^. Our analysis is based on an anisotropic CP1 or S2

model in (3+1) dimensions, where the three-dimensional coupling is very weak

compared with that within two-dimensional CitO^ planes. (The ratio (= a) will

be cs time ted from the comparison with experiments to be of order l0~s.) The

model is an effective field theory describing the low energy spin dynamics of a

lliree-rlimcnsional anisotropic IJubbard model with a possible hole doping. The

formalism has been developed in ref, [5] , mainly for a symmetric lattice. The

effort of hole dynamics will be partially incorporated into the CPX model by

substituting the IT-model coupling and the spin-wave velocity with "effective"

ones which is determined by the concentration and the loop corrections of hole

fcrmions due to the thermal and quantum fluctuations. Analyzing numerically

the stationary-phase (S-P) equations of cr-model one-loop effective potential, we

will investigate in detail the behaviors of various physical quantities, such as

Nccl temperature, spin-correlation length, staggered magnetization, specific heat

and susceptibility that characterize the magnetic properties of the system, as

functions of anisotropic parameter, temperature, hole concentrations, etc.. Some

results are compared with experiments.

The construction of the present paper is the following. In Sect.2, we describe

how the CP1 model coupled with hole fermions is derived as a low-energy effec-

tive field theory from the anisotropic Ilubbard model in three-space dimensions.

In Sect.3, we transform tlic CP1 model to an S7 (0(3) non-linear <r) model and

calculate the one-loop effective potential for the auxiliary field (spin mass gap)

and the anlifcrromagnelic order parameter. From this, S-P equations are ob-
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tainctl. In Sect.4 ifie asymptotic behavior of their solution near (wo dimensions

is analytically studied. In Scct.5, solving the equations numerically, »re investi-

gate in detail tlie behaviors of various magnetic quantifies mentioned above and

compare them with the results of experiments on La^CuO^- Sect. G is devoted

to summary and discussions. In Appendix we make the renorinalization-grouj)

analysis to compare with the S-P approximation.

2. Anisotropic Hubbard Model in
Three-Dimensions and Nonlinear cr-Model

As already mentioned in the Introduction, it is widely believed that Cu — O

plane plays an essential role in the mechanism of high-Tc superconductivity, and

inns I of the investigation has focused on two-dimensional systems. However in

order to obtain, for example, the finite-temperature phase transition, a weak

but finiU: iiiterplancr coupling must be introduced. In this paper, we study the

three-dimensional anisolropic llubbard model.

In real materials, the distance between the nearest Cu — O planes is about

twice as large as the distance between the nearest two Cu atoms in the Cu — O

plane. Because of this, electron? at Cu atoms in different planes have smaller

overlap integral, and electron hopping amplitude is very small in the direction

perpendicular to the Cu — 0 planes (we call it the third direction). We will con-

sider the following three-dimensional anisotropic Hubbard model Hamiltonian,

"Huh — Z_. tHL'x-*.u.oL'*.<* +U / " , i n
t | /'« 2 - ,™* . " l-1-1

where Cra is an electron annihilation operator at site x with spin <r (<r

1 =I,<r = 2 =J), and n r o = Clj,Cxl,. The hopping parameter [„ {p

spatial index = (1,2,3) or (x,;/,:)) is

<i = «» = <x-v = < (C«-0 plane)
(2.2)

and rr will be estimated to be of order 10~5 in the later investigation. In eq.(2.1),

V is the Coulomb repulsion energy, and the chemical potential fic is introduced

to control the hole concentration 5,

We arc interested in the large U and small 6 region. The lattice spacing of the



Cu - O plane (we call it A' — Y plane) is a and that of the third direction is a3,

and rt_ = \ia with A' ^ 2 (the actual values of a and a_ will be given in Sect.

5).

The electron has properties of "biparlicle", that is, it has spin and charge

degrees of freedom. Botli degrees of freedom play an important role in the Hub*

bard model. It is quite convenient to separate the spin and charge degrees of

freedom by using the following slave boson-fermion formulation,

(2.3)

where az c has the spin degrees of freedom and is charge neutral (it is quantized

as a boson), and Vx a nd / r
 a r e n o ' e aftd doubly occupied states and have elec-

tromagnetic charge +1 and — 1, respectively (they are quantized as fermions).

Time-reversed spin axa is arl = a^2, ax 2 = ~~al \- *" prder to have the

canonical antkomnwtation relation of electron, the following constraint must be

imposed on the Jlilbcrt space of ar o, ^ and fx,

(2.4)

By the usual procedure [6] , it is shown that in the large U and small 6 region,

the llubbard model (2.1) reduces lo the following t - J model,

(2.5)

where J^ = -jf-, ami therefore Jt — <*Jt_y- The above i — J HamiHoniari is

defined on the I/iJbert space without doubly occupied states, and for e~^ — 0

(as U —* large), I he constraint (2.4) become

(2.6)

1 lit- (onstrmnt (2.G) contains both bosons and fermions. It is convenient to intro-

duce the C'P1 operator zr a and the projection operator px to "solve" eq.(2.6),

(2.7)

and then the constraint (2.G) becomes that of CP

(2.8)

(2.9)

We use the path-integral formulation of finite-temperature quantu? , many-

body system. In the present case, the partition function is given by

(2.10)

In cq.(2.10), II t J is obtained from llt_} by replacing operators (ac, «J, ifr, rji^)s

by ("(,, «0, V', V;)x« "'here arataT(T are comjjlcx lutmhers and 0 r l ^ r arc Grass-

niann numbers. The conslrainl (2.6) is guaranteed by the ^-function in cq.(2.10).

From cfj.(2.10), it is straightforward to rewrite the partilion function in terms of

t/>r, zxa and their complex conjugate variables.



By cq.(2.7) and the Fierz transformation, the J term in eq.('2.5) becomes

(2.11)

And configuration ^xz
I+ — 0 dominates the path-integral of the partition func-

tion. As s and : £ (:,, ~^[)T s P a n 'he CP1 space, ~zTzr+/i ~ 0 means =r+/( cr £r,

and also (r<?z)r r̂ — ("rffi) . . From tin's consideration we can assume that the

system has short-range antifcrromngnclic order at low temperature and small

hole concentration. This means that nearest-neighbour spins tend to point the

opposite directions. Also notice that, in that situation, -x^_tl plays a role of an-

liparticle of zx in the language of rclativistic field theory. It is expected that

by integrating out the half of zx, for example zr 's on odd sites, we obtain a

relativistic field theory describing smooth configurations of z's. This has been

demonstrated in rcf. [5]in a general framework. Below we focus on a three-

dimensional anisotropic case.

For each odd site, there are 6 nearest-neighbour (NN) even sites. We number

them from 1 to 6 as shown in Fig.l , and denote the spins and holes on these

sites as zgi and rft . (o = some specific odd site, i = 1,--• ,6), respectively. As the

correlation in the A" — V plane is much stronger than the interplane correlation,

we pair up each odd-site spin with an even-site spin in the X — Y plane. Let

us focus on some specific odd-site spin zp, and denote the even-site spin of its

partner as ze. For example, for odd site with coordinate n r = ny = even, n2 =

odd, ze = Zol (see Fig.2 ). On integrating out zo, we use ze and ze as two

orthonormal basis vectors in the CPl space, and parameterize z0 as

(2.12)

Substituting eq.(2.12) into the path-integral representation of the partition func-

tion, we integrate over the complex variables p and q with the constraint |p|2 +

|(/|" = 1- As mentioned above, the integral is dominated by the configuration

~=r:
T+l, - 0 .in,l this corresponds In small |/)|. We expand the integrand in powers

of p and p, take up to the quadratic terms, and do the Gaussian integral over p

and J>. The validity of this procedure can be verified by more careful estimation

[ • • ] •

Here we give the final result of that integration over all zo's on odd sites.

Detailed derivation is given in rcf.[5]. As it can be seen from eq.(2.3), the slave

boson formalism lias an invariancc under the following local phase (gauge) trans-

formation,

(zff. V-, f)x — e'*<x)(*ff, V-, f)x • (2-13)

In the discussion of the superconductivity this local invariance plays an important

role. From eq.(2.12), p and q transform nontrivially under (2.13), and especially

for 7,

? = - A H P F ^ , r«e£ / ( i ) ,

After integrating over p, we find that Uoe in the effective action disappears by

using the following fermion field on odd sites,

which transforms like zt under (2.13). Using these notations, the effective action

A= f dr= f
0 ' <

- 1 0 -



wlierc

and

with

Q-Q.~Y.JA-

T, =

(2.16)

(2.17)

(2.18)

( J ^

J ( | T y
(J, • £ , ) ( ! • *,)

(for a < 1),

and T2 is a four-fcrmi term which plays an important role for the mechanism of

hole-pair condensation in the superconducting phase [5]. J. (i = 1, • •, 6) takes

Jt — • • • — J^ = Jx^ and Jb =• Js = J; = c*«Jr_ • Same for ((..

An effective field (heory of the spin part is easily obtained from eq.(2.]6)

by neglecting the hole field and taking the continuum limit. The result is the

following anisotropic CPX ff-modcl,

- 1 1 -

Dr: z • Dyz) + JtalDtz • Dtz] , (2.19)

witli tlio constraint 1 • z — 1. In eq.(2.19), the covariant derivatives are, DTz =

(dT — 7 • z):, D){z = (0^ - ?• du = )z. From the above action, which was derived

l>y (he microscopic consideration, all the parameters in the macroscopic effective

ficM theory arc determined. For example, the dimensionless coupling constant of

the CPX model is H pure number (see Sect. 3). However to derive eq.(2.I9) from

the latiicc action, we have neglected the higher-derivative terms. Therefore the

relations between macroscopic and microscopic parameters are to be modified by

higher-order corrections. Below wo will think that the coupling constant of the

CP^ model is a free parameter, and should be determined by the experimental

Later ive will study the magnetic properties of three-dimensional ilubbard-

sigma model at low temperatures and small hole concentration. From eq.(2.16),

we can sec how the n-modcl is rcnonnaJizcd by the existence of holes. The

contribution from the hole field dynamics at the tree level (the classical level)

comes from the projection operators in eq.(2.16), p0^ — 1 — V* -̂ V> etc.. At the

hole concentration £, {^0,} — 6 with a suitable value of the chemical potential

/!(.. From eq.(2.1G), nonintcractinp, part of the hole action is

where m — /W^~^r~ ( m a s s re normalization 2J r_ comes from the fourth term in

eq.{2JG))- From cq.{2.20), we obtain the finite-temperature anti-periodic Green

function (notation is sclf-cv:Jcnt),

Sri.a_(T,r') = - 6 ri,G+(r', T) ,
(2.2!)



where

G+(rt r1) = rf - r ) ) .

By the interaction with the spin degtee of freedom, the free Green function (2.22)

is dressed. However, at least in the insulator phase at low temperature and small

6, it is expected that the perturbation expansion from Ac,n + A, (free) is a

good approximation. From eq.(2.22), we obtain a relation between 8 and ftc as

follows,

/ * \ /— v e~0m a

6 ~ <V4Vv) — \0*(T)iM r)) " •Zg- — e~ • (2.23)

Therefore, in eq.(2.1G) we set the projection operator />£, = 1 — V'' ^D; = > 1 ~ 8.

From this consideration, it is straightforward to obtain the renormalization of

A^ at the tree level of the hole dynamics,

- DrzDrz
y

V'-D,z)
(2.2.1)

Besides the contribution at the classical-level calculated above, there is the

higher-loop contribution from the hole dynamics to the renormalization of the

3pin dynamics. This loop-level renormalization comes from the hole-hopping

amplitudes t^. From T, given by cq.f2.18), the short-range antifcrromagnetic

order is disturbed by the hole hopping. Using the finite-temperature Green

function (2.22), it is straightforward to calculate the one-loop hopping effect from

Tj. The leading effect is supplied from the perturbation of O((T.)7). Noting the

following identity which is proved from cqs.(2.21) and (2.22),

- 1 3 -

= 8,

Uic rcnormalization by (lie CP1 dynamics at O((T)2) is obtained as

(2.25)

(2.26)

At low temperature, the nonlocality of this* term must be taken into account seri-

ously, i iie origin of this nonlocal interaction (without any damping factor) has a

simple physical interpretation. The relation between 6, 0 and the hole mass m is

restricted by eq.(2.2-1). In the present situation the hole concentration 8 is a fixed

quantity, and the chemical potential is to be adjusted for each temperature 0.

According to this, the hole mass decreases to zero as the temperature goes down,

and the one-loop effect docs not simply take a form of the renormalization of the

coupling constants of the *7-model. However at sufficiently high temperature it

is expected that (his infrared effect 15 not serious, and simply we can set

p p P

fdrf dr'B^C^r') - 0 f d (2.27)

With this approximation, the continuum limit of eq.(2.26)can be obtained in the

same way to get eq.(2.19), and the result is

(2.28)

With similar manipulation, higher order terms in T, and T, are calculated. We

take the folloving action as an effective field theory of the magnetic part of the

- 1 4 -



Hubbard model,

+&A (Tx). (2.29)

hi the following sections, we will investigate the phase structure of the rcnot-

malized nonlinear (7-model (2.29). We will find that there are, as expected, two

phases; one is the ordered phase with long-range antiferromagnclic order, and the

other is the disordered phase with the mass gap. This mass gap is a counterpart

of the Haldane gap [7] in one-dimensional quantum antiferromagnctic Ileiseiiberg

chain.

After fixing the parameters by the experimental data on the undopctl case

(S = 0), we wiJl calculate the Neel critical line as a function off from the tr-inodcl

action (2.29)

3. Anisotropic CPX or S'1 Model in (3-fl)-Dimensions
and the Stationary-Phase Approximation

As discussed in the previous section the spin-part of the effective field the-

ory for the throc-dimen.sion.il aniso tropic Hubbard model is an anisolropic CPX

nonlinear a model in (3+])-di/nmsions. Us action (2.29)is explicitly given by

(restoring h)

with a ~ Jt/.l, A = (a-,/a)2 and the spin-wave velocity

hc= K(S)</2+aJa.

']. (3.1)

(3.2)

The factors \[6) and K[6) are introduced to take into account the effect of hole

doping, ami satisfy \(f> = 0) — K(5 = 0) = 1. For example as discussed in

the previous section hoth \(6) and K(5) are given by 1 — 5 at the leading ap-

proximation, i.e., without :onsidermg hole hopping. The expression (2.29)gives

explicitly

xHt)

*062 + a
J 2

(3.3)

(3A)

Reselling the imaginary time r by c, we get the usual form of CPl model

(3.5)

where / = ji\~2 (A is a two~dimensionaJ momentum cutoff and is related to

the two-dimensional lattice constant a byAa = \Z2TTJ is an "effective" <7-model

- i i i -



coupling constant and is obtained through (3.1)as

As mentioned in the previous section, we will regard the coupling /(5 = 0)

and the spin-wave velocity hc[S = 0) as free parameters and fix them from

the comparison with tlie experiments. The effective coupling and the spin-wave

velocity in the doped case are then determined by

1 1 K[6)

1 - / >

hc(6) - = 0)

I37 j

(3.8)

for small ai6[j^. 1). As the lagrangian of (3.1)we can take an alternative re[>-

rcsentation, i.e., S1 model or 0(3) nonlinear <r model. It is given through the

transformation y$ = ~zoz [S\ Pauli matrices) by

She

V*'-Til* I *
0

(3.9)

with the constraint <p2 — 1. For the calculation of magnetization or susceptibility

this representation is more convenient than the CP1 representation (3.5). This is

because, if we adopt the latter, we have to worry about the composite operators

of CP1 variables in such caiucalions. To avoid this problem we will adopt the

S2 representation (3.0).

We expect that tills field-theory model gives a good description of the long-

range behavior of the spin dynamics of (doped) La^CuO^. Here the free parame-

ters arc (1) the a model coupling constant / , (2) the spin-wave velocity c (or the

- 1 7 -

aiuiferroiiMgnctic llcisnibcrg exchange coupling i ) , and (3) the anisotropic pa-

rjuiicIrT i>. I licy -ihall I"1 drHTuiiruxl in Seci.Ti by the comparison of theoretical

results with the- experiments tm LQ^CMO^.

In the fulimvinf», bomg leased on the above anisotropic S7 model, we will

jM-rfurm the firl<] thporclical calculrttinn of the effective potential for the antifer-

rumagrit t,c order parameter (the third component ot the spin variable $) and

the auxiliary field <r (spin mass gap) introduced lo keep the constraint tp2 = 1,

and derive its stationary-phase equations. [8,9]

We write the llimimdynamic partition function of this system as a Euclidian
path-integral

rl»r

jAs, = ̂  J
(3.10)

rrr tlie refjlaccmr-nl $ —• \/'2f^ lias been made. Integrating out tp and <p7

obtain an effective action of <p and o fields

( 3 - u )

+ Trln A,

win-re A = — E - #3 + ct\d] + <r]. Using the finite temperature Green's

function CiAx. - x2) (T, 3 = (T, y, :, r ) t 2) which satisfies

with the periodic boundary condition in the imaginary-time direction, we calcu-

- 1 8 -



late

TrlnA + Trln

with w/ = 2irl/0hc (^integer).

Thijs, up to the constant, we get an effective potential for 93 (the ani.ifer-

romagnetic order parameter) and <rc (the spin mass gap) where the subscript c

means the constant configuration,

d3k (3.H)

0 =

0 =

r
.1

cPk
(2T)3 u.! + JtJ + k* + a l i j

- , (3 .15)

(3.16)

Using the standard trick of finite temperature, the second term on the right

hand side (r.h.s) of (3.15) can be rewritten as the sum of contributions from the

zcro-temperaturc part (= / t ) and the finite temperature part (= /2).

' ~ J {2*)* 2u'
(3.17)

- 1)'
(3.18)

•=• k\ + k^ 4- a\kl + tr̂ . /j is evaluated analytically

(3.19)

+ (A' + rr ) 1

whore .V = (ctA)' A., A n , = n. For / , performing the two-dimensional integral

explicitly we obtain

/ = -, / </* [In
2 27r3(oA)T(;3/ic)! J

(3.20)

In Sect.5, evaluating this integral nunierically, we investigate in detail the so-

lutions of S-P equations (3.15) and (3.16) which describe the various magnetic

properties of La2CuOt. Before that, in the next section, we will sec the asymp-

totic {a — 0) behavior of the solutions.



4. Asymptotic Behavior of the Solutions

In the fallowing two sections, wo study the behaviors ot the physical qja/itities

such as Ned temperature T v , correlation length £ and staggered magnetization

A/ as ttie solutions of the S-P equations (3.15) And (3JG). First, we consider

in tins section only their asymptotic {a —- 0) behaviors. I*or general value of

Q, the equations cannot he .solved analytically ami numerical calculations are

necessar3'(sce Sect. 5).

The study of this asymptotic behavior itself is of academic interest. At a — 0,

the system is exactly two-dimensional. There niu&l appear crossover phenomenon

from three dimension? to two dimensions at some value of «, ac 0 , or .it some

characteristic length with fixed n. For example, for the classical XY modH, the

critical temperature is obtained as a function of ct by the scaling argument [)0] ,

W = 7KT +
(Ina)1'

(•I . I)

where 7" _ is llic Kosterlilz-Thoiiless transition temperature and a is some con-

stant. For tiie antifcrrornagnetic Ileisenberg model, it is not easy to obtain such

kind of behavior. Therefore we will study O(3) non-hnear <r mode! as an effective

field theory of (lie antifcrromagnctic Jlcisenberg model, and obtain its asymptotic

behavior.

Before analyzing the equations, let us explain how physical quantities arc

obtained from the S-Y conditions. The equation (3.16) implies that there may

be two phases, namely, &c = Q and <p = 0. The quantity ac is the mass of

the î -ficld so tiiat the correlation length £ of the spins arc given as i — y/^l"1.

Thus, in the phase crc = 0, the spins are Neel ordcred(£ = oo). As shown in [4],

where the CT'-vcrsion of this model is considered, the ordered phase exists at

low temperature, and in this phase, <p^ caJculated from eq.(3J5) with txc — 0 is

non-vanishing. y>3 is related to the slaggarcd magneti2alion M[x) = (— )Z1 <

S2(T) > as A/ = y/2/<p. , since the >̂-fie)d is normalised as <p* = 1/(2/) in

- 2 1 -

cq.(.1.15). .1/ is nonnalizrJ (o lie unity when the system is saturated to the

<roi.-tj()etc antiferrom;igri*'lic orJrr. Tlie staggered insgnetization decreases as the

temperature iucreasP5, aiu] vanishes at some temperature. This temperature is

called tlie Nrrl temperature 7'v and is determined by eq.(3.15) with both crc and

-,.•>.,_ sol to IOIO. Tlie region T > 1\. is the disordered phase, where ip3 = 0

and nt. / 0. In this [)hase, the inverse currclation length ^/cTc is obtained from

i-<l.(1.|.ri) by setting <p3 = 0.

\o«- we analyze the equations. The second term in eq.(3.15), which we call

/ is a siirn of the zero- atid finite-temperature parts / + 7̂ . After performing

the /- j , Ayintegral, I is written as

/ =
ti'k 1 0h«J

dx I In pinh
J\ 4- ̂ QX"1

• J n s i r i h -

Then the S-P condition (3.15) bec

2u
— ]n sinli -

(•1.2)

(•1.3)

, (4.4)

where <p. = >p /A is the dnuensionlcss arHifcrromagnetic order pArameler. From

en.('i.-i)we see that, in the disordered phase ( ^ = 0), if a ^ n, i.e.. in tempera-

ture sufficiently higher than 71 ihe coupling in the third dircction(reprcscntcd

by a) can be neglected and the system shows lwo-d'nnensional(a = 0) behavior.

On Ilir other hand, very C\O$Q to the Neel lcmperature(i.e. a < a), the behavior

of a- will differ from ihc two-dimensional one. Below we assume a <. 1 and study

1 lie above two cases separately.



Let us first see the tr ̂ > a case. Expanding the integral / in terms of a, the

S-P condition ('1.4) with fi3 — 0 is shown to be

(•1.5)

The terms containing a on r.h.s, represent the difference between the three- and

two-dimensional systems. This difference becomes smaller as a grows. When

(or <C)<? <£ 1, eq.(45) is reduced to a simple form:

(4.6)

This is the same as those obtained in [3],[')], [II] .

The three-dimensional effect becomes important when j < a . Expanding /

by a and a/a, we get

(.1.7)

Since we arc considering the asymptotic limit a < 1, we can use the fact that

w is small: u < ] , This inequality holds because o < l means TN ~ 0 and we

are interested in the region T~TN. The realistic value of AcA for Lo-^CuO^ is

ftcA cr 5000K, so that T less than the room temperature is sufficient to satisfy

u < l . Then the S-P equation (4.4) can be approximated as

- 2 ^ . (4.8)

We can obtain 7" from this equation by setting <p3 = & = 0, When a is small

enough to satisfy the condition a/u2 <£ 1, picking only the —Ina term in the
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second bracket on r.h.s ofeq.(4.S), we get an asymptotic expression for TN:

*•• , , ' - f . , = • - I n a
(4.9)

The Nccl temperature goes to zero slowly as a —• 0. Since the ratio a/Tj!, is

O((*(ln o) ') , the condition a/u2 < 1 holds if a is sufTiciently small and if T a TN.

More explicitly, noling that eq.(4.9) is obtained by neglecting O(21n | In o\/In o)-

tcrms we find cfj.(^.9) to be approximately valid within, for example, about ]0

percent error, if

10- (4.10)

The staggered magnetization y_ and the inverse correlation length */o^ are

obtained as functions of (T — TN) by taking the difference between eq.(4.8) with

7' = TN and that with an arbitrary T. Up to the lowest order in (T - T^), the

equation thus obtained is

(4-11)2fcvl s; (a - «w) I Ina - 21n «N - 6 + 2 « ^ / — I ,

where uw = tf lTN//icA.

Under the same rendition with eq.(4.10), we obtain from eq.(4.11)

(4.12)

^=^/ jo(- lna)- (.1.13)

near the critical temperature. From cq.(4.12)we find the critical exponent of the

staggerer] magnetization is 1/2 and is the same as that obtained by molecular field
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approximation of the Landau theory in any dimension. The inverse correlation

length rises linearly at the Neel temperature. The critical exponent — I is that of

the classical(i.e. T = oo) tluee-dimensional(isotropic) O(3)<r model at the one-

loop order [12] . Therefore, at least at one-loop level, the quasi-two-dimensional

spin system has a three-dimensional behavior in the region very close to the

critical point even though the coupling in the third direction is very weak. This

is quite natural. Since l\.n correlation length is very large near the critical point,

the spins feel the effects of the third direction no matter how weak the coupling

is. The three-dimensional effects become negligible when & exceeds a, as seen

from eq.(4.4). Using eq.(4.13), the region of three-dimensional behavior (& %> a)

is shown to be (T — TN) £ O(\na)"3. This region is too small to see clearly by

experiments, and this is why the two-dimensional analysis[3] can reproduce the

experimental results on correlation length (Fig. 3).
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5. Numerical Solutions and Comparison
with Experiments on La2Cu0n

In the previous section, the asyniplotic(a —» 0) behaviors of the solutions of

the S-P conditions(3.15) and (3.16) were investigated. In this section, we will

study the solutions for realistic values of a (= 10~5) with the help of numerical

calculations, and investigate the magnetic properties of La^CuO^ in detail.

As explained at the beginning of Sect. 4, from the S-P conditions we can

calculate easily the magnetic quantities such as the Neel temperature, the corre-

lation length and the staggered magnetization of pure and doped La^CuO^. We

will also consider in this section the specific heat and the uniform susceptibility.

The correlation length was previously calculated in [3] by using a different ap-

proach in the framework of the two-dimensional tr-model, and we will show that

our results are consistent with theirs.

In this paper we will take a = 3.8k, the shortest Cu — Cu distance in

the On — O planes and o_ = 6.6A, the distance between the planes. We have

verified that the physical quantities like TV, £/a and A/ are not sensitive to

the cutoff parameter, the lattice spacings. The three parameters in our model;

/ , /ic(which is related to J by eq. (3.2)) and a are determined by comparing our

numerical results with the experimental data on pure La^CuO^. The neutron

scattering experiment has been done on La^CuO^by [13] . Their best sample has

the antiferromagnetic long-range order up to T^ = 195K. The spin correlation

length and the staggered magnetization were also observed for this sample.

As we will sec later, the Neel temperature and the correlation length at 6 = 0

are sufficient to fix the three parameters. We can then use these parameters to

predict the staggered magnetization and the T^-6 phase diagram. Furthermore,

the parameters determined will be shown to be in good agreement with previous

estimates obtained by other methods.

In the following calculations, we will first set the <r model coupling constant

/ to be / = 0.69/c(/c is the two-dimensional critical coupling and is given by



eq,(*1.3)). This value is the same as that claimed to give good fits to the expcri-

mcnls[13] in two-dimensional <r model analysis[3]. Also "in our calculation, oilier

choices of / cannot reproduce the experiments on TN and £(see below).

Let us show the numerical results,

Phase Diagram We first observe how the Neel temperature depends on two

parameters J (which is related to he by eq,(3.2)) and a. The dependence of

TN on a with J being fixed is shown in Figs. 4 and 5. When a is zero, the

Neci temperature is zero, as expected from the Mermin-Wagner theorem. As a

increases, the effect of the third dimension becomes larger and T^ increases. As

easily seen in these figures, a must be very smallfss ]0~7 ~ 10~5) in order to

obtain small T« ~ 195/C. Note that the approximation used in Sect. 4 is valid

for much smaller a. The dashed line in Fig. 4 is an approximate expression for

Tff, which was derived by letting the cutoffs in the z-integral in eq.(3.20) go to

infinities as done in rcf.[4]. This is legitimate when a is not small, because the

cutoff A3 is proportional to cu. There is, however, small but finite difference

between this approximate expression and the numerical result even near a ~ 1.

Therefore, the numerical calculation is needed especially for small values of a we

are interested in.

On the other hand, TN increases with fie, because the temperature and he

appear in equation (3.15) in a form of (3hc. Fig. 6 is the J~l-TN phase diagram

for some small values of a. Rcmenber that for small a, J is proportional to

he. The lower region in this diagram is the Neci ordered phase. As expected,

at the zero temperature, there is the Neci order for any value of coupling J of

the antifcrromagnctic flcisenberg model, and it is consistent with the results by

Monte Carlo simulations [14] . When a = 0, the line which separates the two

regions coincides with the J~l -axis, and it means that in two dimensions Neel

order is possible only for T = 0. Using these results, we can estimate ft for each

value of he when TN is fixed to the experimental value (Fig. 7). a is about

1(T5 ~ 1CT7 for TN = 195K and ftc = 0.4 ~ 0.6eVA which corresponds to
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J = 8 0 0 - 1300K.

Correlation Length We next go to the calculations cf the correlation length

£. Fig. 8 shows our fits to the results of experiments [13] on La.CuO.. The

Neci temperature of this sample is 105K. The best fit (solid line) is obtained for

ftc = 0.39eVA(i.e. J = 0.073eV as read from eq.(3.2)), a = 1.7 x lfT5. This

value of ftc is essentially the same with that obtained in [3] using the one-loop

renormalization group approach. Smaller and larger ftc cannot reproduce the

experimental result. For example, ftc = 0.60eV"A(a is 2.0 x 10"7 for TN ~ 105K)

gives much smaller ^"'(dotted line). The value of a we found is a]so in good

agreement with the result of the previous analysis [15]. Let us check that our cal-

culation contains the results of two-dimensional analysis in [3] by setting a = 0.

Cliakravarty et al. obtained the correlation length by the renormalization group

approach, and we directly calculated the mass of the ^-field which is dynam-

ically generated. These two results are essentially the same. The correlation

length with a = 0 (dashed line) differs from the result with o — 1.7 x 1O~S only

for T smaller than 300K. For the range of temperature larger than 300K, these

two coincide, as mentioned in Sect. 4.

It should also be pointed out that smallness of a means very short correla-

tion length in the third direction, as seen in the following way. The spin-spin

correlation function is

(5.1)

where k = \fa\ky From this expression, it is seen that for x lying in the A' - Y

plane,

(5.2)
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and for x pointing in the third direction,

(5.3)

as \x\ —* oo.

That is, the interlayer correlation length £3 is smaller than the correlation

length in the CuO-plane by the factor of \/oA a= 0,7 x 10~3. Actually, the

experiment shows that £3 is about 2A while £ as 200A at room temperature.

Staggered Magneti2ation The calculations of the staggered magnetization M

as a function of temperature are shown in Fig.9. It is zero at TN and behaves

as M oc JT^ - T near the Neel temperature. This temperature dependence

is the same as that of the asymptotic limjt(a 4Z. 1) studied in Sect. 4. If the

infinite cutoff limit is taken in evaluating eq.(3.20)f M is obtained analyticaly

98 (o-*)~*feV £ \ A * T2 ' wllich 'S Pr°Portiona! to J T N ~ T ioT T ~ Tp.
A/ takes its maximum value at T = 0, and its maximum value is obtained from

equation (3.15) as M(T = 0) = J] - j - + 0{y/a). This expression shows that

the increase in / favors the disorder. For / = 0.69fc, M(T ~ 0) = 0.56, which

is close to 0.60 predicted by the spin-wave theory. The sample which we have

refcred to has staggered magnetization 0.35 at T = 0, which gives / = 0.80/c.

However, the correlation length cannot be fit by using this / for any value of Ac.

This is because for large / , £ - 1 rises linearly as shown in dotted-dashed line in

Fig. 8. Smaller / is also rejected by the same reason so that / must be about

0.00fc. Since the absolute value of the staggered magnetization is very sensitive

to the defects and impurities of the sample, we consider the value 0.56 is good as

a theoretical prediction. But it is also possible that our description of the shape

of the La^CiiO.ciysidX may contribute to this discrepancy.

Specific heat Next we consider the specific heat of this spin system. It is ob-

tained from the partition function Z:

Z = exp {-fi ,_(T),<re(T))) , (5.4)
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wlicre I'" is the volume of the system and V . . is the effective action (tvith T-

dependent terms neglected in eq.(3.1-J) being restored):

(5.5)

Here, v>3 (T) and <re(T) are functions of T satisfying the S-P equations (3.15)

and (3.1C). The internal energy E is obtained from K as

^ 4 ' » « H
, (5.6)

where u/2 = k\ + k\ + n\k\, and the S-P condition has been used. Dropping an

irrelevant infinity, we obtain the internal energy as

The specific heat per spin is then given as

Fig. 10 sliows its behavior as a function of temperature with parameters f,a

and he determined above by experimental results. At the Neel temperature,

no discontinuity is observed. This is because, as seen from eq.(5.8), the critical
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exponent u of the correlation length is 1 (i.e. crc cc (T — TN)7) in our one-loop

approximation. At the two-loop level, the exponent will change, and a finite

discontinuity is expected. In fact, a classical (i.e. without r-dependence of the

field) treatment of the three-dimensional 0(3} <r model gives u = 1 and v = 1/2

at the one- and two-loop order, respectively[l2j.

The term proportional to daJdT represents the deviation from a free boson

case, and reduces the specific heat at high temperature. Without this term, the

specific heat goes to Cy(Uce) -* 2/2kB a s T - oo(thc dashed line in Fig. 10),

since there are two degrees of freedom, tp^ and <pv In our analysis, crc(T) a T

in the high temperature limit, so that the total specific hcat{eq.(5.8)) goes to

Cy —• \J2kB{T -+ cc). This result is inconsistent with that expected by the

high temperature expansion, which gives Cy oc T~7(T —* oo). The vanishing of

the specific heat occurs because the magnitude of a spin is fixed to be 1/2 so that

the internal energy cannot grow boundlessly even if T becomes infinite. However,

our mean field treatment of <x corresponds to replacing the delta-functional in the

path-integral by a gaussian damping factor: Sffi — 1/2/) —* exp[— j dAz{<p2 —

l/2/)<re/2]. Therefore, the constraint is not fully respected in our approximation.

The correct behavior Cy —* 0(T —* oo} will be obtained if we take into account

the fluctuation of <r. Note that there has been an observation that if ^ is treated

as a classical spin(i.c. withoirt r-dcpcndcnce), the mean field approximation of

a is sufficient to get Cy —• 0 at the high temperature limit [16] .

At low tcnipcrafure(T < T ) , the spins behaves as free masslcss bosojts.

Since the system is almost two-dimensional, C oc T7 near T ~ 0.

Uniform susceptibility To investigate the uniform(not staggered) susceptibility

X, the constant magnetic field // is to be inserted in the original t — J model.

The term added to the Hamiltonian (2.5) is

X

where /t is the Bohr magneton. The uniform magnetization A/*uni* and thesus-

ceplibility ,\ are defined as A/tun l ) = l/(/3V')<91n Z/dIL, x{ = d M \ f \

1,2,3), respectively. Rewriting A / / ( _ j in terms of the a-field (eq. (2.7)), the

integration over the odd-site spins is performed as in Sect. 2. After some calcu-

lations, the terms added to the 0 (3 ) action (3.10) turns out to be

-\Jdr J (5.10)

wlicre 6 ~ fit],/Ja2av and the normalization of the field <p is p2 = 1/2/. Note

tliat, contrary to the ferromagnetic case, H appears bilinealy in the antiferro-

magnetic case. To treat the three directions equally, we expand tp. as ip + Stp

and integrate also over the fluctuation of the third component 6<pz- The effective

action in the presence of the magnetic field is then obtained as

t E J (0 ln ("'
(5.11)

The S-P conditions of this potential are modified from the zero magnetic field

case only by 0{U7)- From the S-P conditions, the uniform magnetizations are

given as

(5.12)
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Thus the uniform susceptibility orthogonal and proportional to the (staggered)

magnetization ^ are

i/A/}"1"'
X, =*J-~ dtl,

(5.11)

Fig. 11 shows their behaviors as functions of temperature. The propor-

tional susceptibility \ does not vanish at T = 0 because of the quantum

flucluation(one-Ioop). This behavior is observed also in Monte Carlo simulation

of two-dimensional anliferromagnetic Heisenberg model [17] . When X > Tv ,

the 0(3) symmetry is realized so that the two susceptibilities x±
 and X>, coin-

cide, and are constant{= 0/3/). This constant behavior at the high temperature

is again due to insufficient treatment of the constraint ip2 = 1/2/. The high

temperature expansion gives \- oc \(T as T —* 00.

Doped Case Now we consider the doped case. As explained in Sect. 2, the

presence of holes disordcrcs the system, and T^ decreases as 6 increases. If we

ignore the hole hopping, i.e. at the tree level of the hole dynamics, the coupling

constant and the spin-wave velocity are rcnormalizcd as ] / / —• (1 — 6) 2 / / and

he — \/2 + a( 1 - f>)Ja, respectively (see eqs.{3.7) and (3.8)). By substituting

the above to the S-P equations (3.15) and (3.1G), we calculate T ^ a s a function

of 6. The result of the T^-6 phase diagram is shown in Figs. 12 and 13 with

the solid line. The Ncel temperature T^ vanishes at 6 = 0.32, that is, there is

no long-range Ncel order for 6 > 0.32. However, in the experiments, the Neel

order disappears at about 0.03. This fact suggests that the hole hopping gives

important effects to the spin dynamics.

In order to estimate these effects, we calculated the contribution from T. at

the onc-!oop( quantum) level in Sect. 2, and the result is nonlocal in the time di-

recting without any damping factor). If this nonlocality is neglectcd( this is jus-

tified at high temperature), the one-loop effect results in the renormalization of /

and he (with the trcc-Icve-1 renormalization) as shown in eqs.(3.7) and (3.8). Using

a typical value / ~ 0 l'5c\'(which corresponds to the Coulomb repulsion energy

of U — 10'K, since we have estimated J = 0.073cV from the study of correlation

length), we can obtain the T^-6 line. As a result, the Neel temperature decreases

about thirty limes as rapidly( dashed lines in Figs. 12 and 13) as the tree-level

result. However, this calculation is not reliable in low temperature region. In

fact, below 100K, (he solution of the S-P equation gives rise to a T^-6 curve

which bends into smaller S side for lower temperatures, even though the renor-

malizalion factor 2t706/J is still small at that point {2t706/J)T/f_mK ~ 0,3.

From the behavior above 100K, jt may be said that T.r vanishes at 8 «•> 0.01.

Hut we conclude here only that static holes cannot destroy the order at 8 ~ 0.03,

and the hole hopping is essential to disorder the system-

As a test, we have also investigated the two-loop renormalization effect, and

found that it lias an opposite sign to the one-loop renormalization, and it slightly

improves TV - fi line. Anyway, the pull-back behavior of 7\, — 6 line is clearly

due to the localization of the nonlocal term (2.26). Hence, in order to get the

behavior of T'N—& line shown by experiments, it is necessary to treat this nonlocal

term more properly. This problem is under study.

The system A^\ + - ^ , +T ( (+7^) itself is a very interesting system, and it

is important to analyze the dynamics of this system. We expect that this system

cxplaincs the anomalous behaviors of the normal state above the superconducting

state. This problem is also under study.
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6. Summary and Discussions

Based on ft quantum field theoretical analysis of nonlinear tr model we have

studied the magnetic properties of quantum anliferromagnels, i.e., (doped)

La CuO,- We have found that two of the interesting expcrmental facts on

La CuOA> i.e., (i) the existence of long-range Necl order below finite 7V and

(it) two-dimensional spin fluctuation above TV can be simultaneously explained

by the one-loop analysis of the (3 + 1 J-dimensional nonlinear <? model with a very

small interplaner coupling if the suitable values are chosen for the parameters.

Starting from the three-dimensional anisotropic Hubbard model we have de-

rived as the effective continuum field theory the (3 + l)-dimensional anisotropic

C F l or S7 model, which is expected to describe the low-energy spin dynamics

of the original model.

Based on this field-theory model we have calculated the one-loop effective

potential for the antiferromagnetic order parameter and the spin mass gap, and

derived its stationary-phase equations.

Solving the equations we have investigated the magnetic properties such as

phase diagram, spin correlation length, staggered magnetization, specific heat

and susceptibility. In Appendix we have applied the rcnormalization-group anal-

ysis to confirm that the similar results can be obtained for the behavior of Ncel

temperature and the spin correlation length. It is observed that the behavior of

the the solution of the renormalization-group equation is found to be essentially

the same with that of S-P equations in the effective potential approach.

Our result of spin correlation length as a function of temperature (T > T« —

195A'), based on three-dimensional "Ilubbard-sigma. model", can be fitted to the

neutron scattering data taken on La2CxtOA if the parameters are chosen to be

|

a = 1.7 x 10~s (anisotropy)

he = 0.39eVA (spin-wave velocity)

/ s= 0.69/c (<r-model coupling)

~ 3 "> -

The value of he obtained here is smaller than that estimated experimentally by

various methods. In our field theoretical approach it is also possible to incorpo-

rate ih* higher-loop corrections systematically in the <7-model calculation, just

like (he \/N expansion in the O(N) nonlinear a model. These corrections may

bring a small change to the above values for the parameters or, fie, / to fit the

results to the experiments. We would not expect, however, the drastic change to

occur in the higher-loop order, since, in two dimensions, it is observed that the

results of Monte Carlo simulation are in agreement with that of one-loop (saddle-

point) approximation at least qualitatively. Especially for the correlation length

as function of temperature, the agreement is quantitatively reasonable [18] [II].

With the above parameters we have also calculated the staggered magneti-

zation in the low temperature (T < TN) phase. The value at T = 0 (0.6/i ) is

very close to the recent quantum Monte Carlo simulations [19] . Experimental

results for the staggered magnetization vary, and the largest one is 0-5/ifi [20] .

The result of the TN — S calculation gives us an interesting suggestion for a

mechanism for the superconductivity in the Hubbard model. At the tree-level of

the hole dynamics, the Ncel temperature TN vanishes at 6 = 0.3. However, in the

experiment 6 <^> 0.03. This means that the effect of the hole hopping is important

for the destruction of the antifcrromagncltc long-range order. In fact, the simple

estimation of the ( term in the ( — J model (2.5) or T, term in eq.(2.l6) shows

that this effect is large. This is conceivable, because the hopping parameter ( is

larger than the antiferromagnetic lloisenberg coupling J in real materials. In the

high temperature approximation of one-loop hole hopping effect, T^ decreases

to 100K at b = 0.01. (We used ( = 0.13eV and / = O.Q73eV.)

The above conclusion was derived from the study of the long-range order.

The system loses the long-range Ncel order for 8 > 6e (where 6e is the critical

hole concentration given by the 7^ - S line), however it still supports the short-

range order. In that situation, hole disorders the spins in its neighborhood. That

means, on the other hand, holes are wearing the clothes of the spin fluctuation. H

is easy to imagine that there would appear an attractive force between two holes,
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because the area (or volume.) of the spin-fluctuation region is getting smaller

as two holes arc getting closer with each oilier, and it is energetical!,)1 favored.

Actually this picture of the superconductivity is obtained by the more elaborate

consideration on the liole dynamics [5]. More explicitly, the problem may be

formulated to identify the renormalization effect of spins on Jiules, the direction

opposite to the effect considered in the present paper. This problem may be

studied using the same framework with field theoretical methods.
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APPENDIX

In the appendix wp apply to the three-dimensional anisotroprc nonlinear v-

model given by cf| (.1.:)) the ronormalizalion-group analysis [21] to support the

results obtained by the S-P method' .

Aficr the C7'1 — S7 mapping the action is given by

l A = l^t

In eq.(A.l) <p fields should have Fourier-component cutofTat the momenta A

and A3, i.e., 0 < k < A where k = (tj + i | ) i and 0 < | i , | < A,. Here A and A3

are defined through the lattice constant a and a by Aa = \ / 2 T and A a. — ir.

Next introduce the now coordinate

*"i=Al' (A. 2)

and we find that the regions arc rescaled to be

0 < 2 0 < 1 , \/2ir < Zj.ij < oo,

0 < k < 1 , 0 < Jt3 < 1 . (A.3)

The action is then rewritten as

(A.4)

t We will write this Appendix rather pedagogically for those who Me not familiar with the
field theory technique such as the renormalization-group method .
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where

4ir
l — o a i VQ — U i

The partition function is defined by

7 n

(A.5)

(A.G)

A should have the form following from O(3) symmetry

1

The idea of renormaluation group is as follows [21]. Integrate (A.6) on the

Fields (p with the modes k between e~l < k < 1 (fast-varying). Then it will give

us the new effective action A by the formula

(A.7)

(A.8)

with k = ^i\ + k\,'ki = e'k^i = 1,2), kz = k3, z. = e-'z^i = 1,2), 53 =

z3. Then the connection between the parameters (j.6,,) and (g, !„) gives the

"renarmalization" or the "recursion relation". Its infinitesimal form becomes

the "ronormalization-group equation", and its solution will provide the

"renormalization-group flow" tf(£)i M ' ) i ani* finally the "phase diagram". One

should note that in cq.{A.7) the renormalization is made only in two-dimensional

space. This "cylindrical renormalization" will enable us to see the direct connec-

tion with the two-dimensional analysis (a — 0) by Chakravarty et al [3].
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For this program to be put in practice it is convenient to expand the field î ,

decomposing into the slow and fast-varying modes. First introduce the orthonor-

mal basis {e°} = {e° = ^, e") (o = 0, 1,2, a = 1,2) satisfying I ' - I ' = 6°",

which arc "slow varying", i.e., contains modes of 0 < k < «-' . Using these

vectors the arbitrary configuration $ may be represented as following.

(A.9)

Aftor substituting of (A.9) into the action (A.4) we perform the functional in-

tegration over a fast-varying field t/a in the one-loop perturbation to obtain the

effective action of slow-varying field •4({e-"}), i.e., treat v" being small while

u° ~ 0(1). The substitution of (A.9) into (0^)* gives

(A.10)

(A.ll)

(A.12)

where we have introduced the "gauge field"

and used the relation:

Noting also

(<» = <•)
(A.13)
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find

we can finally get

In the above we have utilized O(2) local gauge symmetry to set

(A.H)

(A. 15)

(A.16)

This symmetry is originated from the fact that there exists the arbitrariness to

choose ea even if we fix eQ = (p. Explicitly, the lagrangian ^[d^p)2 is invariant

under

?-~n" 'e», (A.17)

where «** = («"')*• 6 0(2). The gauge field transforms as

/ij6 = e-a^e6 -> (n^sr 1 )" 4 + (nfl(1n"')"' = (/!'„)"*, (A.IS)

The use is also made of the fact:

Jv'dl,A?=0. (A. 19)

This equation holds since v" is fast-varying whereas dA"° is slow-varying field.

- 4 1 -

Then the inlegralion of tlie partition function (A.6) over du° can be done
easily

° exp { - 1

'+' l[i / i(S | i^_lTrln/f«]}, (A.20)

where /v°» = -«"'(6J,e^ + i ^ S ^ ) 2 ) + i^yljMj'. Noting that v> is expanded as

illi wn = 2m, we find Trln A'"' in (A.20) to be expressed as

where

/
rf3i

To summarize we can express the partition function as

/ • , , . •

Z = / Dipt"*-* ,

where the new action is given by

\ f t -
2g J J p t1 '

(A.22)

(A.24)

(A.25)

- 1 2 -



with

(A.2C)

i . = e ' t . ( i = 1 , 2 ) , i j = l t j ,

I = 6. ( . = 1 , 2 ) , 6 , = « " & , ,

0 ~~ ~

All these recursion-relations follow from eqs.(A.2O), (A.22) and the dimensional

analysis. We note thai the anisotropy parameter o is renormalizcd. For general

I we have

(A.27)

u(0 = e'u(O).

In the following we will evaluate near ( «— 0 the integral /(£) appearing in the

above recursion relation to derive the differential equation, i.e., renormalization-

group equation. After the summation over n by the usual trick I{() is expressed

near I ~ 0

; W = 3 ^ ; / d(k7)Jdk3± colh ^

= - ^ - / </!•_, ' coth ^ ^ - i + O(^), (A.28)

where w2 = i^ + ^ a ^ . From eqs.(A.27) and (A.28) the following rcnormalizalion

group equations arc derived

/i + fo*2

1 + f Ckj

- 4 3 -

dn
(A.29)

It is noted that these equations are natural extension of cqs.(3.1b) and (3.2) in

ref.[3] for the pury two-dimensional case (a = 0). Integrating over t we get

1

~77T = ^TT / dk (In sinh -

— In sinh (A.30)

where g0 = g(t = 0),c>0 = a(l = 0),u0 = u(f = 0). The correlation length £

is defined by £ = A~ve' where a is the lattice constant in the two-dimensional

plane. C is determined so that g(t = {•) =f
 9 *(~ 0(1)) satisfies eq.(A.3C;[3],

(—-— ] = / rfJt, fin sinh

— In sinh -
: ! ^ ) '

(A.31)

By definition the coupling constant p in eq.(A.4) is related to (r-model coupling

constant / = /A"2 by

0hc
(A.32)

Hence eq.(A.31) can be rewritten by

1 " f I '
= — I dx In sinh -

/l + f o.!

2u
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— Insinh - (A. 33)

where we have written aQ and aQ by cr and u respectively. This equation is to

be compared with S-P equation eq.(4.3) with ^3 = 0. As seen from the fcrms

of the equations these two give almost the same physical consequence. Roughly

speaking e~3' in eq.(A.33) plays the role of <rc/A
2 in eq.(4.3). Particulary when

t* —* oor i.e., on the critical point, the z-integral on r.h.s of eq.(A.33) is just

equal to that of eq.(<1.3) with cr = 0.

The difference by factor 2 present in front of the x-integral comes from the

difference between the two approaches in treating the one-loop perturbation of

nonlinear v model- More explicitly, the term proportional to A^A0^ in eq.(A.22)

is missing in the stationary-phase approach. As seen by comparing cq.(A.33)

with cq.{4.3), this difference can be absorbed into the redefinition of the two-

dimensional critical coupling fc (eq.(4.2)).

The presence of the 0(1) constant term -L. o n r,h.s. of cq.(A.33) generates

some deviations from the results of Sect,4. However, we can show, for example,

thai if the system is quasi two-dimensional, i.e., a < 1, the ~z term can be

neglected compared to lna~ l and the same expression for TN with eq.(4.8) is

obtained. Furthermore it can also be shown that near the critical temperature

the asymptotic form of the correlation length £ = A~'e' obtained by solving

ccj.(A.33) for e~7t is identical with eq.(4.12) as a function of T — TN, i.e.,

(A.34)

and so the critical exponent agtees with each other.

- 4 5 -
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Eacli odd site lias 6 even-site neighbours. They are numbered from 1 to 6.

The spins and holes on I hose even sites are named r . and ip (i = 1 *- 6).

We pair up each odd-site spin zD with a NN even-site spin zt. Two spins

in a pair tend to point the opposite direction. For example, For odd site

TIX = TI = even, nz =z odd, ze = z

The schematic behavior of inverse correlation length near the criticaJ point

when o <£ ]

. Tp-a diagram with fixed J. Solid lines are numerical results for J =

850A' and J = 1300A*. The dotted line is the result with J=85OK of an

approximate equation valid for not small a. / is 0.60fc

. TN~a diagram in Fig. '1 in the small a region.

. J~l-TN diagram for a = 1.7 x 1Q-5
 and 2.0 x 10"7. The lower and the

upper region is Ncel ordered and disordered region, rcspectivclly.

10

The inverse correlation length £~x versus temperature. Using / = 0.69/c

with T^ fixed at 195K, the best fit(soltd line) is obtained for he - 0.39eVA.

The result witli ftc = O.GOeVA is shown by a doited line. Dashed line is the

result wild a = 0 (he = 0.39eVA) using the same / . Dotted-dashed Jine is

the best fit using / = Q.8$fc with 7^ fixed al 195K {he is 0.75eVA). The

experimental data are taken from [)3J.

Staggered magnetization versus temperature for two values of / ; / = Q.G9fc

and / = 0.89/c. Ac is 0.39 and 0.6-1, respectively, T^ is J95K.

The specific lieat per spin versus leinperature(solid line). The dashed line

is the free boson ca.sc(i.e. without the rftJ"c/dT-terin).

Uniloim susceptibility \ at. - \ , P r o P o r ^ o n a ' anc^ orthogonal to ^3 , re-

spectively as functions of temperature.



12. TN-S phase diagram. / = 0.G9/,., tic = 0.39eVA. The lower region is the

Neel ordered region. Solid and dotted line is the result at the tree ami

one-loop level of the hole dynamics, respectively.

13. The same as Fig. 12 for small 6

- - 1 9 -
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